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 From the Central Conference of American Rabbis 
Regarding Coronavirus 

As news about the coronavirus (COVID-19) increases, it's important to us to 
provide you with some resources, recommendations, and practices for your own 
use or for use within your own congregations and communities. 

First of all, we recommend following the Center for Disease Control for the latest 
news and updates on the virus and for recommended precautionary measures, 
which include common sense measures like avoiding close contact with people 
who are sick; avoiding touching your eyes, nose, and mouth; washing your hands 
frequently; and staying home when you're sick. 

If you haven't yet, we recommend creating a scenario-based action plan for your 
congregation or workplace to both help prevent and respond to potential illness 
in your community. We also recommend connecting with your state and local 
health departments for information specific to your location. You can find your 
local health department here. 

Other helpful practices to adopt within your congregations, work spaces, Jewish 
spaces, and social situations include: 

 Avoid kissing and hugging when greeting friends, colleagues, and 
congregants, during Onegs and other s'machot, and consider not shaking 
hands during meetings and introductions. Consider adopting alternative 
greetings like waving, or placing one or both hands over your heart. 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nYDc0bDUElGW14S03if8v294E8tjUUC1iD3FsPRk8T172Sj_Z1q3NpwBIkqOmC52cXSIvGsqM8JjhaFolUe-1XPO6-NY4ppmsy2UjwRspX3d_ETPZzm30szITde2DpGX1UWAKhPlZ-caGWHmMFRyVIpW53KFYFRs&c=5-KzlZ0zi1EpkCAp0437trX1r8D9pkelEMm4_4bisDTlniO-sAzYvA==&ch=g5kib6kTQ9v3K7NRdlMwaW7whvZ_ghHDI_q1-sgXPEBYp5hMXB1_bg==


 During HaMotzi, have one person wearing gloves pre-tear and distribute 
challah on individual plates or napkins. 

 During Hakafot, consider temporary alternatives to kissing the Torah 
and/or prayerbooks. 

 If there are moments during your services or meetings when it's common 
practice to hold hands, you should consider suspending that practice for 
now. 

 If possible, provide additional hand sanitizer and disinfecting wipes 
within your congregations, offices, and homes (but please be mindful and 
leave enough for others). 

 Increase cleaning of your congregations, offices, and common work 
spaces, if possible. 

 If you work in a medical or healthcare setting, we recommend checking in 
with your healthcare provider and/or operations staff members to 
discuss additional measures and protocols you can take to stay safe in 
your workplace. The CDC's resources for healthcare workers can be found 
here: 

- https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/healthcare-
facilities/index.html 
- https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html 
 
 We realize that this is a time of increased uncertainty, and we hope that you find 
strength and support both from the communities you serve and the CCAR 
community. For those of you looking for prayers for your own use or for your 
community, we've included liturgical resources which we hope you find helpful. 
 
We are committed to helping you provide safe and sacred communities and are 
aware that you may be called upon to provide additional support to members of 
your congregations and communities. Please check on members of your 
communities who may be particularly vulnerable, and remember to take care of 
your own physical and mental health. As always, if you're faced with a personal 
need or challenge for which you need support, we're always here to help in any 
way we can.  

 

  

Halakhic Guidance from Rabbinical Assembly Committee on 
Jewish Law and Standards about Coronavirus 

Please find information below from Rabbi Rabbi Elliot Dorff, CJLS chair, Pamela Barmash, 
CJLS co-chair, Rabbi Joshua Heller, chair of the Rites and Rituals Subcommittee, and Rabbi 
Ashira Konigsburg, Chief Operating Officer, providing guidance for individuals and 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nYDc0bDUElGW14S03if8v294E8tjUUC1iD3FsPRk8T172Sj_Z1q3NjorqT61nyPMztdIICNZ2uMC6NQI_yMnaFbbCHWwrnWYO2OXB8O5pS2q0zIeTY-Gq4D9BVSK0qHzw8mnNutaSCM3x7YJGgIsTEK8S9hlerprs6MGRVJnxSSMyeuyRbbld12xFb8QlnatXFpcNWAqmey2qXSM6Oy_ImEaHCW2LQcono0oNK7qLNenN5HchxyD9A==&c=5-KzlZ0zi1EpkCAp0437trX1r8D9pkelEMm4_4bisDTlniO-sAzYvA==&ch=g5kib6kTQ9v3K7NRdlMwaW7whvZ_ghHDI_q1-sgXPEBYp5hMXB1_bg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nYDc0bDUElGW14S03if8v294E8tjUUC1iD3FsPRk8T172Sj_Z1q3NjorqT61nyPMztdIICNZ2uMC6NQI_yMnaFbbCHWwrnWYO2OXB8O5pS2q0zIeTY-Gq4D9BVSK0qHzw8mnNutaSCM3x7YJGgIsTEK8S9hlerprs6MGRVJnxSSMyeuyRbbld12xFb8QlnatXFpcNWAqmey2qXSM6Oy_ImEaHCW2LQcono0oNK7qLNenN5HchxyD9A==&c=5-KzlZ0zi1EpkCAp0437trX1r8D9pkelEMm4_4bisDTlniO-sAzYvA==&ch=g5kib6kTQ9v3K7NRdlMwaW7whvZ_ghHDI_q1-sgXPEBYp5hMXB1_bg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nYDc0bDUElGW14S03if8v294E8tjUUC1iD3FsPRk8T172Sj_Z1q3NjorqT61nyPMazKuZyXpqI5-2O1dcXTAwBEbIhWBVqq4q9xCfW-ocbYOBXy32OfTFJDlxm-km9OubXYvTQEhN_6M8tP1Bn-E4GFWHr6Selod-7BP26joy6lOA55813D7hrO3btu3N5Ui5a9QEEiI5vyWi9QhpLSQBmzSj67BYa7G1i2ExF95gmw=&c=5-KzlZ0zi1EpkCAp0437trX1r8D9pkelEMm4_4bisDTlniO-sAzYvA==&ch=g5kib6kTQ9v3K7NRdlMwaW7whvZ_ghHDI_q1-sgXPEBYp5hMXB1_bg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nYDc0bDUElGW14S03if8v294E8tjUUC1iD3FsPRk8T172Sj_Z1q3NjorqT61nyPMyVUy9w2a9WDW5naAFXh6duzjSmjKescuIIkIJ_rlmH8L8bAv8md3pQNfO0Owfavedc_bYjTLwe_rKAza0q7XT3KvCs2TGIhahf-qdhMqQK6X4_WzoDHCOWf_Od8cU9slZjmtnfpjh39Qsvj0pwAyeOT1BQ7AbUXZhNmZNs-kXkK1YFoBANNGGnomt2uo2kBj&c=5-KzlZ0zi1EpkCAp0437trX1r8D9pkelEMm4_4bisDTlniO-sAzYvA==&ch=g5kib6kTQ9v3K7NRdlMwaW7whvZ_ghHDI_q1-sgXPEBYp5hMXB1_bg==


communities affected by Coronavirus. Please note that this is not an official responsum of 
the CJLS.  

In response to queries posed to the CJLS and the Rabbinical Assembly office about 
quarantines and closures due to the COVID-19 (known as the Coronavirus), we urge 
those who are ill to stay home, and those whom medical authorities have recommended 
for quarantine or self-quarantine to follow medical advice and stay in quarantine. Pikuah 
nefesh, protecting human life, overrides almost every other Jewish value.  

A. All should follow advice regarding hygiene and handwashing. In particular:  

1. Congregations should discourage handshaking and other direct physical contact 
2. It is advisable to refrain from kissing ritual objects (Sifrei torah, communal 

talitot, siddurim, mezuzot) that are also kissed or touched directly by other 
individuals. 

B. In some communities, it may be medically advisable, or mandated by health 
authorities, for people to stay away from congregational worship. In such cases we 
recommend the following: 

1. Those who wish to be part of a weekday minyan to recite prayers requiring a 
minyan, including mourner's kaddish, may connect virtually (through audio or 
video) with a minyan (whether of their own congregation or another) whose 
members are meeting in person, preferably in their time zone. They may recite 
kaddish, kedushah, barkhu, etc, and hear Torah reading along with that minyan. 
For more information see Minyan via the Internet by Rabbi Avram Reisner 

2. Congregational leadership should provide guidance for home davening and 
Torah study for those not able to attend Shabbat or Yom Tov services. 

3. Our committee has not made a formal ruling on livestreaming on Shabbat and 
Yom Tov (a copy of the draft proposal is available to RA members by request), 
but for the current sha'at hadehak, (pressing circumstances) those 
congregations that are already offering streaming and that are still able to hold 
services with a minyan, should encourage members whose health may be at risk, 
or whose presence may be a risk to others, to stay home and make use of this 
option if the alternative would be to risk their own health or the health of others 
by attending services. Every attempt should be made to reduce potential 
violations of shabbat (for example, activating the stream before Shabbat or 
holiday, or having the stream activated in an unusual way, or by someone who is 
not of the Jewish faith). 

4. If a congregation is in quarantine and not able to bring together a minyan for 
services, the leadership should provide guidance for home davenning and Torah 
study and/or provide a virtual link with another congregation through 
livestreaming.  

5. Some poskim have expressed concern about whether one fulfills one's obligation 
to hear Megillah reading by doing so via amplification or electronic reproduction, 
declaring it to be similar to shofar, where the mitzvah is to "hear" the shofar, so 
the actual sound must be heard. In fact, the Mitzvah of megillah is described in 
terms of its reading: "mikra megillah." hearing it is just another form of reading 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nYDc0bDUElGW14S03if8v294E8tjUUC1iD3FsPRk8T172Sj_Z1q3NjorqT61nyPMxADiWv-FRBvEdMJ-pRi_-4fTpSkcq85U25rCr5eD_75Ra65CtiCDuGCeWngA8VMOOcnI_WMpPmHDri_W3ekF1NGtOJTxqRMBjjf81SIaP0wkYjv5DmmqlzExffUOVmJ5emtJaf5iPR8S4ZriV2FY1HYV4jtxDpi4FKtQuSxA10sfllVY0YhQe8Km1L2LaE46a5DElGclLKg=&c=5-KzlZ0zi1EpkCAp0437trX1r8D9pkelEMm4_4bisDTlniO-sAzYvA==&ch=g5kib6kTQ9v3K7NRdlMwaW7whvZ_ghHDI_q1-sgXPEBYp5hMXB1_bg==


it. Hearing the Megillah being read via telephone or live streaming, is permitted 
when necessary, so long as the sound is undistorted, live and not a recording.  

6. Regarding Parashat Zakhor, which has a higher level of obligation than hearing 
the regular Torah reading, one could also fulfill the obligation by hearing it read 
by shabbat appropriate electronic means. If one cannot hear Zakhor read from a 
Torah scroll, then one is advised to read it at home and to hear the Torah reading 
on Purim day (if possible), or to hear the same verses when they are read again 
for Ki Tetze during the yearly Torah reading cycle. 

The Talmud (Ketubot 8b) records the prayer of Reish Lakish "Master of the worlds, 
redeem and save, rescue and deliver Your people, Israel, from the pestilence and from 
the sword... and from all types of afflictions that suddenly erupt and come to the world. 
Before we call You are already responding. Blessed are You, Adonai, Who halts the 
plague." 
 
We pray for healing for those who are ill and for health and wellness for us, our 
communities, and all people. 

 

  

From the Rabbinical Council of America: Precautions in Shul in 
the Wake of Coronavirus 

 
With the spread of the Coronavirus (COVID-19), which as of this date has no 
specific treatments, numerous halachic issues are being discussed; a few that 
have practical implications will be addressed here. It is worth noting that while 
much attention is correctly being placed on this new and yet untreatable virus, 
these issue apply to any communicable disease such as the flu and lesser 
sicknesses. 

Attending Public Events 
The Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi of Israel, Rav David Lau, recently ruled that "anyone 
who is required to remain in isolation is forbidden from davening with the tzibur. 
An issur gamur applies to anyone at risk of harming another person, even if the 
chances are very slight. Likewise, there is an issur to enter a place of danger and 
therefore one should refrain from visiting places where there is a risk of 
contracting [the virus]." While Rav Lau's opinion refers to an individual placed in 
some sort of quarantine, the same logic applies to individuals suffering from 
various sicknesses, major ones such as the flu and less serious ones as well. It is 
quite common for a well-intentioned person to think that their personal 
obligations of tefilla be-tzibbur and hearing kerias ha-Torah, megillah reading or 
attending a shiur are so strong that even though they may not be feeling well, they 
should push themselves to attend. While their motivation is to be admired, and 
certainly there are times when "pushing oneself" is indeed a Midas Chasidus, in 
cases of communicable diseases it is wrong. There is a higher obligation not to 



harm others and one is not permitted to risk doing so in such cases. To expose 
others to a harmful pathogen renders the offending party as a Mazik or Chovel, 
and in certain high-risk cases, perhaps even a Rodef, all clear violations of 
Halacha. It should be noted that even in a "lesser" case, namely one in which a 
person who is not known to be infected but has not been vaccinated for measles 
(in 2019 when the disease was rapidly spreading in public places), Rav Avigdor 
Nebenzahl ruled that such a person would be a mazik, both for the harm he may 
cause as well as for the act of frightening others by going into public places. 

At the same time, it is easy for some to overreact. Recently a man shared that 
after sneezing just once, an elderly man asked him to leave the shul. While one 
should deal with every sneeze in a hygienic manner, not every sneeze is cause for 
alarm. Good judgment and common sense should be employed in all cases. Hay 
fever and other allergies are not contagious, and in the case of a minor cold, it 
may be enough for one to sit at a distance from others; in all cases of doubt one 
should consult one's doctor for the best advice. 

Kissing a Sefer Torah or Mezuzah 
Rav Yosef Eliyahu Henkin (Edus Le-Yisrael, #63) writes admiringly of the 
practice he witnessed among Georgian Jews who do not kiss a Sefer Torah 
directly, but who point at it from a distance and then kiss their hands. Aside from 
finding this practice to be spiritually appropriate, he writes that it is good not to 
kiss a Torah adding "that they soil the Torah's cover with saliva when they kiss 
it, and aside from this being degrading to the Torah, it is unacceptable from the 
perspective of health, and so too with kissing a mezuzah. (This idea is also alluded 
to by Chazal who said not to drink from a cup and pass it on to one's friend, as is 
codified in the Shulchan Aruch O.C. 170:15, Taz and Mishnah Berurah)." 

Hand Washing and Sanitizing 
On a minimal level, the CDC has recommended the washing of hands. The 
following is from the CDC website: 

Washing your hands is easy, and it's one of the most effective ways to prevent the 
spread of germs. Clean hands can stop germs from spreading from one person to 
another and throughout an entire community-from your home and workplace to 
childcare facilities and hospitals. 
Follow these five steps every time. 

1. Wet your hands with clean, running water (warm or cold), turn off the 
tap, and apply soap. 

2. Lather your hands by rubbing them together with the soap. Lather the 
backs of your hands, between your fingers, and under your nails. 

3. Scrub your hands for at least 20 seconds. Need a timer? Hum the "Happy 
Birthday" song from beginning to end twice. 

4. Rinse your hands well under clean, running water. 



5. Dry your hands using a clean towel or air dry them. 

The "good news" about this advice from the CDC is that it recommends using 
either hot or cold water and thus creates no problem regarding the use of hot 
water on Shabbos. It should be noted that this is not just a token rinse, and 
pouring water from a washing cup is clearly not adequate; the recommended 
washing requires lathering with soap, making sure the entire hand is washed for 
no less than 20 seconds, followed by a thorough rinse.  
 
In terms of Shabbos, liquid soaps are permissible (as seen in Sehmiras Shabbos 
14:18). Also worth noting is that some shuls and yeshivas have one large cloth 
towel hung up for all to use to dry their hands; this can be counterproductive as 
sharing a public towel may well be a good way to share germs. 

Addressing the Use of Hand Sanitizer When You Cannot Use Soap and Water 
The CDC states: 

"You can use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol 
if soap and water are not available. Washing hands with soap and water is the 
best way to get rid of germs in most situations. If soap and water are not readily 
available, you can use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% 
alcohol. You can tell if the sanitizer contains at least 60% alcohol by looking at 
the product label. Sanitizers can quickly reduce the number of germs on hands in 
many situations. However, sanitizers do not get rid of all types of germs. Hand 
sanitizers may not be as effective when hands are visibly dirty or greasy." 

It should be noted that recent disclaimers from the FDA are not meant to 
discourage the use of hand sanitizers, but only to highlight that their use is not a 
guarantee of safety, even if it is a useful aid in avoiding the spread of germs. The 
FDA said that no Purell products have been tested against Ebola and the flu. 
Clearly the CDC encourages their use if one cannot wash with soap and water.  

It should be noted that there may be many times when one cannot easily get to a 
sink, but the use of a sanitizer may be a ready option; shuls may be such a case. 

The Use of Hand Sanitizers on Shabbos 
It has become common in our society to use hand sanitizers such as Purell; as 
such, there is no prohibition of refuah on Shabbos even when used for obvious 
medicinal purposes. This is based on the ruling in the Shulchan Aruch (O.C. 
328:37) that foods that are eaten or activities that are commonly performed by 
healthy people are permitted even when done for reasons of health. Additionally, 
these activities are in fact not performed for the sake of healing, but rather to 
protect or prevent harm. Examples of this also include the permissible use of a 
bandage meant to protect an injury from being banged or rubbed (Aruch Ha-
Shulchan 328:23,24,27), the use of toothpaste to prevent decay (Yabia Omer 
4:29:16, the debates about toothpaste are for other reasons, not with regard to 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nYDc0bDUElGW14S03if8v294E8tjUUC1iD3FsPRk8T172Sj_Z1q3NjorqT61nyPM4435b613h00M2teU3K7OKwJsob2kP5moOphEc3iPOxfUwTEC2IkO5CVx5G96xh2gdkPrOIhhn9kIhU08Gkqw6gVXpstFXLPtJszf4O3f1QRMloApbW0dQc_xs7f1Jk1AH9h9TRAaUFXMiKJv_siBvdZd5bFYLK3z9FLvSBVfgR4=&c=5-KzlZ0zi1EpkCAp0437trX1r8D9pkelEMm4_4bisDTlniO-sAzYvA==&ch=g5kib6kTQ9v3K7NRdlMwaW7whvZ_ghHDI_q1-sgXPEBYp5hMXB1_bg==


refuah) or the application of liquid insect repellant (Sehmiras Shabbos 14:31). All 
are permitted on Shabbos and are not included in the prohibition of refuah, 
whether the concern is major or minor. 
Hand sanitizers come in various forms, including gels and liquids. Based on the 
Shulchan Aruch (O,C. 327), Rav Hershel Schachter has pointed out that applying 
olive oil or other substances of the same viscosity are permitted on Shabbos. 
Accordingly, the liquid forms (generally sprayed on) are clearly permitted on 
Shabbos. Following the CDC guidelines, one needs to make sure that the entire 
hand-- top and bottom and between the fingers-- has been properly covered. 

The gel raises the question of the melacha of memare'ach. It should be noted that 
many, if not most, of the products labeled as "gel" are in fact a liquid that pours, 
not thicker in consistency than olive oil and are not subject to the prohibition of 
memare'ach. Those products which may be a true gel, and which have a 
noticeably thicker consistency, raise a concern. However, it is important to note 
that the Magen Avraham (O.C. 316:24, quoted by Mishnah Berurah 316:49) ruled 
that a thicker substance, if it is obliterated (i.e., it is rubbed into the skin so it does 
not leave a coating), is not subject to the prohibition of memare'ach. This ruling 
is also applied by Rav Ovadia Yosef (Yabia Omer 4:27:1,2) regarding the use of 
toothpaste, and in a more universal way by Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach 
(quoted in Sehmiras Shabbos chapter 33, note 58) who ruled "that rubbing in the 
ointment until it is totally melted and absorbed into a person's skin is not 
considered memare'ach, as the prohibition is only when the ointment remains 
and one wants to leave a layer on the surface of his body." 

Accordingly, if a gel is thin and easily poured, it is viewed by the Halachah as a 
liquid and may be applied without any hesitation. In cases where there is a fear 
of communicable disease, and neither a liquid nor a thin gel is available, there is 
certainly room to permit the use of hand sanitizer, provided one was careful to 
fully rub it into the skin until it was no longer noticeable. 

Conclusion 
While much of this seems like common sense, it is all too easy to be in denial and 
think that these problems will not affect us and our communities. It is also 
possible to overreact, either by "too much caution" at the expense of mitzvos, or 
by finding sources in Halacha and not take proper precautions; neither is 
appropriate. Given the newness of this entire situation it is also possible that as 
facts change, or as more medical information becomes available, some of these 
guidelines may change. Further guidelines will be offered if appropriate. 

Hearing the Megillah in Quarantine 
 
Click here to download guidelines written in response to inquiries from people 
who are in quarantine due to potential Coronavirus infection, and to inquiries 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nYDc0bDUElGW14S03if8v294E8tjUUC1iD3FsPRk8T172Sj_Z1q3NjorqT61nyPM0jMJDHVAxEQ7ssWkOFpRj5cBFRqBnJmI1rrXrj2j79WNMdSDfOA5TSd4nJUPHH840dR6_YNiw7T2wwtXZg1SXc2ri5v5v9zC07D0HlIxsikRVQcgh0Ok7KqEmSSUlY7pYM_kpUXEf0OyHWGl35FTyfXGYL6CZZNYg1PObq85DhLmwJRWx3JChrCBtjbaLdCb&c=5-KzlZ0zi1EpkCAp0437trX1r8D9pkelEMm4_4bisDTlniO-sAzYvA==&ch=g5kib6kTQ9v3K7NRdlMwaW7whvZ_ghHDI_q1-sgXPEBYp5hMXB1_bg==


from communities in the Diaspora where local authorities have forbidden public 
gatherings in places such as synagogues. 

Purim Sameach!!  
Eretz Hemdah Family 

 


